
Galactic Plane Stellar, Circumstellar and 
Interstellar Physics (SCIP) 

A nested set of LR/HR science programmes in the Galactic Plane 
making one overall WEAVE survey component  ...mainly using 
colour selections from IPHAS/UVEX 

 

 

                              

 

 

600,000-fibre initial allocation (~7%): of which ~two-thirds go to LR 
work, ~one-third to two more intensively studied HR regions 

Footprint still under discussion: regions at l>190/l<30 to be cut? To favour 
denser core coverage, and sparse shares beyond? 

 

SCIP footprint:  LR target densities – HR areas outlined in blue 



Overall WEAVE/SCIP goals 

•  The evolving content of the Milky Way disc, 
now 
•  The young higher mass OBA stellar populations 

•  OB stellar evolution inc. RSGs 
•  A-star heterogeneity 
•  OBA and RSG stars as disc structure tracers  
•  Mapping large-scale extinction & interstellar lines 
•  Classical cepheids 

•  The ISM in emission: HII regions/PNe/SNR, diffuse ISM  
•  Young stars & creation of the wide-area stellar field 
•  End states of low-mass evolution: WD, compact 

binaries 



The team 
•  53 astronomers, at the last count 
•  Many from UK, Spain (France, Italy, The Netherlands also 

represented) 

•  We are specialists in Galactic/Stellar/ISM Astrophysics 
•  Organised into 5 science groups, ~mapping onto target 

types. 

•  IPHAS/UVEX à stellar targets from tuned colour 
selections, ionised ISM targets from Hα images 

•  Also Gaia DR2 astrometry; other ground phot. surveys  

Our survey source data 



'Women in Science' Event, UH, May 2014 

Galactic longitude 

Northern Galactic Plane 3-D extinction (from Sale et al, 2014: HMEAD + IPHAS data) 

(white ! running out of stars) 



OBA (and related) stars  



 Overview 

(Figure – courtesy of J Maiz-Apellaniz) 

A Galactic Disc Survey 
 
à Comprehensive samples for 
improved modelling of massive-
star evolution (OB, Be and RSG 
stars) 

à  Unbiased demographics: e.g. 
unclustered as well as clustered 
massive stars will be covered 

à  Collect the longest disc 
sightlines ...probing the ISM up to 
10kpc and more – exploiting 
‘simple’ spectra 

à  luminous stars trace disc 
structure and kinematics over the 
large volume 

Known O 
stars  

(models) 



Understanding the Cygnus massive complex 

• Exploring the Cygnus-X region à  
accurate stellar parameters for all members 
(HRD from Berlanas et al., submitted) 

• Younger populations at higher galactic 
longitude? Triggered star formation? 
(Comeron & Pasquali, 2012) 

• Is there a gradient in chemical enrichment?  
(figure, below from Berlanas et al., in prep.)  
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Several thousand spectra probing Galactic structure in areas of very high (AV > 10 
mag) obscuration à learn more about RSGs and obscured Galactic structure  

   Red supergiants 

ℓ = 28° ℓ = 54° 
Selection will also trace the high-L 
end of the Galactic AGB population 



Disc structure from A stars – a trial and proof of concept (Harris et al 
submitted):  
 
             A/F selection from IPHAS:                      MMT/HectoSpec R~3000 CaT spectra 

Main result (green): 
 
~800 A and F stars, 
iVega <17, ~1 sq.deg 
 
at  l ~ 118o, b ~ 1o 
 
à same rising rotation 
curve as longitude-
averaged disc clump 
giants (Huang et al 
2016, red data) 

RG (kpc):   10                   12                   14 

260 km s-1 

 
 
 
 
240 km s-1 



Interstellar absorption in early type stars 
The >100000 spectra of OBA stars across the northern GP  
= a huge resource for interstellar line studies 
R=5000 will deliver good results, including kinematics, for the typical reddened 
SCIP target. 

Right: 3950-4850A 
O-star spectra: 
Diamonds pick out 
blue-region DIBs. 
(From Maiz-
Apellaniz et al 
2015) 



The ionised diffuse ISM, PNe 
and supernova remnants  



WEAVE @ R=5000, with 3700—9500 A spectral coverage, can deliver 

Ø  Full/uniform set of nebular diagnostics: extinction, temperatures, densities, 
abundances for known nebulae/HII regions/SNR …and sparser-sampled 
diffuse ionised ISM 

Ø  Good-enough RVs (3-5 km/s) to place HII emission within the context of the 
Galactic disc velocity field and the ISM detected via absorption lines 

The LR diffuse ISM/Perseus Arm programme (l > 55) à  link the sources of 
ionisation with the ionised ISM – new venture – complements WHAM 

  

 

 

Approach: 
•    MOS fibres for sampling diffuse 
ISM, large HII complexes, SNR, 
catalogued compact PNe 
•    LIFU to be deployed for larger 
PNe (poor-seeing programme) 
•   1 arcsec resolution broadband 
and Hα (+[NII]) IPHAS images, 
ideally matched in sensitivity for 
WEAVE target selection. 



Left: 8x8 sq.deg trial region in Cepheus – image 
from Digital Sky Survey 
 
Below: 1.7x1 sq.deg cut-out around Sh 2-132.   
In green – trial wide-area selection,  
In red – prior selection at CCD level 

Sh 2-132 

Diffuse ISM/HII region 
target selection from 
IPHAS Ha data: now in 
high-level testing/tuning 
 
Likely to be a two-tier 
process: automation in 
both 
 
…recommended sky 
pointings also being 
generated 

Choosing ISM targets: (software: Richard Ashley, ING, figures/
data: Robert Greimel) 



Young stars and creation of the stellar 
field 



Most young stars are not in 
clusters but in low-density groups 
(Feigelson 1996, Lada & Lada 2003, 
Bressert+ 2010). 
 
 
Questions: 
 
Are they the remnants of dispersed star 
clusters or can stars form in 
gravitationally-unbound groups? 
 
How do star clusters disperse and which 
mechanisms drive this process? 
 
Do stellar, binary, disk and planetary 
system properties differ between birth 
environments? 

Star cluster 

Dispersed 
young stars 



End states of evolution:  
white dwarfs and interacting binaries 

(~covered by Boris Gaensicke) 



Credits: 

Special mentions for SCIP OpR2.5 prep+analysis: 

Maria Monguio, Ricardo Dorda, Marwan Gebran, Bertrand 
Lemasle, Sergio Simon-Diaz, Roger Wesson, Nick Wright  

 
The SCIP consortium (in alphabetical order): 

Emilio Alfarro, Richard Ashley, Mike Barlow, Joachim Bestenlehner, Sara Rodriguez 
Berlanas, Nikolay Britavskiy, Jorge Casares, Romano Corradi, Paul Crowther, Ricardo 
Dorda, Janet Drew, Juan Fabregat, Cecilia Farina, Francesca Figueras, Jan Forbrich, 
Boris Gaensicke, Miriam Garcia, Jorge Garcia Rojas, Marwan Gebran, Tim Gledhill, 
Carlos Gonzalez-Fernandez, Robert Greimel, Paul Groot, Mario Guarcello, Amy 
Harris, Artemio Herrero, Gonzalo Holgado, Rob Jeffries, Isabelle Joncour, David 
Jones, Christian Knigge, Bertrand Lemasle, Jesus Maiz-Apellaniz, Amparo Marco 
Tobarra, Maria Monguio, Roger Mor, Rhys Morris, Estelle Moraux, Tim Naylor, Ignacio 
Negueruela, Roberto Raddi, Mercedes Ramos Lerate, Frederic Royer, Stuart Sale, 
Sergio Simon-Diaz, Danny Steeghs, Hugo Tabernero, Yvonne Unruh, Jorick Vink, Nic 
Walton, Roger Wesson, Nick Wright, Albert Zijlstra 

 

 



Thank you for listening 

 (IPHAS-based images – N Wright) 


